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When Aladdin took Jasmine for a ride on his magic carpet, they swept over rivers and flew over
mountains. Carpet, Aladdinâ€™s sweet ride, was also seen getting wet and flying through the dirty
streets of Agrabah. As a homeowner with carpeted floors, you might smirk and mutter how thatâ€™s
impossible in real life. You should know, you spent too much energy scrubbing that stubborn wine
stain from your last house party.

Yes, itâ€™s true, there are no magic carpets in real life, but carpet manufacturers are getting close.
Carpets were first used as floor coverings by European homes in the 18th century. Since then,
carpet mills proliferated and carpeted floors became a fashionable choice for homeowners. Carpets
give the comfort and unique feel when you walk on it something that vinyl, wood or tile floorings
rarely offer. Colors and styles are vast, so you will always find the perfect one to beautify your home.

Why Choose Carpet?

Carpets are a good way to add more life and color to your home. Cheerful and bright colors are
suitable for nurseries or childrenâ€™s rooms. Neutral colors create a soothing and warm look for older
personâ€™s rooms. Carpets donâ€™t only stimulate a person visually, but gives a nice sensation on bare
feet. It looks good and feels good as well.

Some people may feel apprehensive to get a carpet because of all the staining, odor and
maintenance problems that they hear about. But times have changed and improved! Better and
higher quality carpets are now available to grace your home. Stainmaster carpet is a good example
of a modern carpet with the improvements carpet owners have been waiting for.

The stainmaster carpet company has been around since 1986. This carpet is known for its carpets
with various levels of stain and wear-resistance. These days, most carpets are treated with special
solutions to protect carpet fibers from absorbing spilled liquids, which will make clean-ups much
easier. Thereâ€™s no need to take out bottles of carpet cleaners and brushes. Fibers in modern carpets
are also made of stronger materials such as nylon or polypropylene which are mechanically twisted
to resist changes in texture and appearance.

Stainmaster carpet Tampa owners rave about how easy it is to maintain their carpets. All you need
is to simply vacuum it regularly and have it professionally cleaned every 12 to 18 months. A number
of carpet manufacturers require that you have your carpet professionally cleaned to maintain the
warranty. Still having a difficult time deciding whether to go for carpet or not? You may visit
carpetinfo.co.uk for more helpful tips and information.
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